JOURNALISTIC FRATERNITY

SHANAHAN CLUB ENTERTAINS AT NEWMEAN HALL

For the regular Thursday meeting of the Newman Club, to be held tonight in Newman Hall at 7:30 o'clock, a novelty program has been arranged, the chief attraction of the night being a program of monologues by known Shanahan Club performers of Western Pennsylvania. Among the performers will appear Mr. Robert Hartman and Tom Kinslow, specialty vocalists; John E. Brock, president of the Newman Club; and the new man, Paul Hartman, recently elected to the club. Shanahan Players: Mr. Robert Hartman, president of the Newman Club; and Tom Kinslow, specialty vocalist. John E. Brock, president of the Newman Club; and Paul Hartman, recently elected to the club.

Henderson Urges Freshmen To Sign For
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PENN-SYLVANIA QUINTE.

Downs Yule in Fierce Battle by 11-5 Score

Sport in Final Minutes of Play Enables

Talk by Prominent Educator in Houston

Henderson urges freshmen to sign for social recognition in the fall.

Pennsylvania's basketball team scored a 11-5 victory over University of Rhode Island, making eight straight victories of the season.

The game was featured by the closest finish of any this season, with only one point separating the two teams the last five minutes of the game. It was only in the last two minutes of play that the Big Five quintet forged ahead on two long shots.

The game was shifted to the position in which Pennsylvania would be in charge of the work of theincinnati of the spad and Thory in the coming season. Other schools in the opening period were not able to keep up
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THE WHITE HOUSE CAFE

EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR U. OF P. STUDENTS

3657 WOODLAND AVE.

FOOTBALL PRACTICE PROGRESSES SLOWLY

Coach Lou Young Disappointed in Spring Turnout—Calls for More Men

Although spring football practice began last Friday, only a small number of the 80-strong squad showed up for training at the Allie Field since then. Many of the first-year men and some transfers who are on trial, while all of last year's Varsity not lost by graduation are among the several who are helping the coaching staff.

Despite this fact, Coach Lou Young said that: "I am very disappointed in the attitude of the men who showed up. Men bagging to be on the team must come out for spring practice," he said. According to Coach Young, practice will be held every day and may continue after the first of May.

Yesterday's workout featured the first scrimmage of the season. The men were divided into several squads according to position. The interest appeared to be flagging, and while the work of the end and backfield men consisted almost entirely of passing and kicking.

COMMITTEE ISSUES ELIGIBILITY RULE

At the Preliminary meeting the Eligibility Committee of the Board of Deans issued a statement of its clarified rule regarding the maintenance of a satisfactory standard of scholarship as a prerequisite for representing the University in intercollegiate competition. Athletic or other participation in some form is required before a student may enroll in courses of a competitive nature. It further establishes that the student dropped for scholastic deficiency must meet this requirement before being eligible to represent the University.

"Invisible Realities"

Lenten Day Subject

Dr. Foulke, Teacher and Scholar; Last Year's Service at Church of Transformation

SEVERAL FRATERNITIES ATTEND

Dr. George C. Foulke, a member of the faculty of the Philadelphia College of Physicians, was the speaker at yesterday's service. Dr. Foulke is the president of the Church of the Transfiguration. His subject was "Invisible Realities." Dr. Foulke told the students that in the unseen things within us, our outward personality is pictured by us. He said that we should try to see this thing. These are the underlying powers of reason. When we are taken from the external world, we take merely the unseen things within us. When we are taken from the external world, we have no reason. If we are taken from the external world, our reason will be taken with us.

Dr. Foulke said that the students have no reason to believe that their reason will be taken away from them by the unseen things within us. He said that we believe in our reason, and that our reason is the reason that we believe in our unseen reason. When we are taken from the external world, we believe in our unseen reason.

Dr. Foulke said that the students have no reason to believe that the unseen things within us are more than the unseen things within us. They believe in our unseen reason, and their unseen reason is the reason that they believe in their unseen reason.

Let Us Convince You That

Varsi-Tea' Cafe

321 12 WOODLAND AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA

If ever you think of Teas, think of Vari Tea Cafe...

The World's Finest Teas

 ويمincluding:

Earl Grey

Lapsang Souchong

All the famous teas of the world served in the freshest possible condition.

We have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time.

Pennsylvania men desired, both Graduates and Undergraduates.

Call at this office and learn details.

Berksbank Life Insurance Co.,

1811 CHESTNUT ST.

Philadelphia

Day In Day Out

THE SAME FINE LOAF

FREIHOFF'S FINE BREAD

Palette Tea Shop

Breakfast - Lunch - Tea - Dinner

ROOMS TO RENT

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

Old York Lunch Shop

253 SOUTH 36TH STREET

50 and 65 Cent Platters

HOME COOKING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FOR SALE—New and used models; three, special equipment with H. E. Hoffman, Inc., authorized Ford dealers, 35 North Broad Street, Philadelphia. Call Paul or Harry, special representative. Office, Room 110, United Building, New York.

WANTED—Student, will follow anyone I.F. '28, to represent Philadelphia retail clothing stores high-class, non-smoking, whole, entire stores. Must be a good student, discover the facts about your personal needs and wants, and apply questions, Office, 4501 View Street, Old City, Philadelphia.

TULLIS One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Tullis—No breakdowns, no Northern crowds. Tullis Linoleum leaf ring books genuine leather binding that will not tear out. Made in sizes and styles to fit every need.

Bill Baas—We are beginning to see signs of spring. Of course all the boys now get new shoes to go with the new hat fits. A new boot with no heel will look like a new shoe. And boys, where else can you get the proper shade in genuine leather at a price?


After losing George Remus Young's "Saint Jo" at the Bowd on Monday morning, seeing him down, and myself the personal reason I cannot mention the Weavers' Chords' series offered several quite definite conclusions. In the first place, the nation certainly had a large assortment of metric and classical concerts to produce, and in a brief passing through the entire exhibition with not a noticeable theater. The result was a half hour was said too short a time in which to see some of the finest comedy, pathos and melancholy and in the same ratio one sees any portion of the nation and family, in the nation's desire. When the performances were over, it was that "Saint Jo" was a great success. The audience that would have been more welcome had been the one that wanted and suited the purpose. As Julia Arthur has had a healthy and natural tilt which she isHumanized in the same manner, the accompaniments were slightly modified, the accompaniments were seen. But this noted only a slight difference, for when the leading idea was that he did, you were not. To follow. Next. This slight alteration comes, and a great deal of what was taken in a spirit of supervision, but merely to show that, though there were small misprints were made away with Julia Arthur makes a fine, silent, vibrant 'Saint Jo' that will be unforgettable, and no director or manager has to say "behind the scenes of the play. She has a lingering in the play and a great sense of it a very compelling performance.

The Dupont, later Charles A. which is handled by Julia McKeown, (NVP, the tailor of Y. Morse Brown), seemed to be the same as the two others, but there was a greater difference than had been expected. So have I not mentioned anything by the very fact that once an impression must be, for the present, some reason. It was a great success. In New York earning signs for this production are "S. R. O." an indication of the artistic interest of the audience. So the play is to be the one that the audience will be more interested in as a great success. But the more interest, the better, I think. If you see it, you may not be a great success. And you, who have been looking for something new, oh! How you are going to give yourself anything for nothing. I don't care how many ways you ask for it. Our nation has never been short on words. We might lack ideas sometime but we can. This problem has always been there. It has become a habit, which is Horizontal and which is Vertical. But a CrossWord Puzzle is not now, a Railroad Time Table has been out for years. Smoke "Bull Durham" while working, driving or fishing. If you want it, whether you smoke wherever we are.

The best time you could plan dance or supper in the Grill Room of Hotel Pennsylvania. Everything is just right there for the chippy sort of party that makes nature fly happy. VINCENT LOPEZ and his HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA DANCE ORCHESTRA furnish the most enthralling dance music. The food is delicious and the service dainty and courteous. There is no more delightful place on earth for a good time.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA Opposite Pennsylvania Station NEW YORK CITY

It has become a tradition with Pennsylvania men to accept the product of The Arthur M. Rosenberg Co. as an authoritative college style.

SEE THE NEW SPRING SUMMER FABRICS.

TOM HARRISON

The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Endicott, Proprietor
Office: 247 S. 37th Street
Bell Phone: Preston 4309

FORDS
WILLS-YOUNGKIN
DODGES
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RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF
PAY BY THE MILE
DRIVE-IT-YOURSELF CO.
1830 MARKET ST.
LOCUST 2200
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PENN and INK

SING YOUR SONG
IN DOBBS TEMPO!

A young man's fancy turns to many things other than love in spingtime. The queer inner feeling dictates outward expression, and whether in his letters to his fair friends, or in his clothes this feeling must be given ample enough outlet to keep the young man normal. So we suggest that he be Dobbed-

Dobbs hats for every face, every shape

head - and here's a point: a Dobbs Light Crusher for Five Dollars.

PENNADASHERY

3713 Space Street

"MERCHANDISE THAT EXPRESS PERSONALITY"

EDWARD WILKIE MOTORS CO.

1415 N. BROAD ST.

Older Buick Dealers in Philadelphia

USED CAR DEPARTMENT

917 N. BROAD ST.

Open Telephone

Defroned Payments

Unredeemed Pledges for sale. Diamond - Watches

Large Loans Low Prices

I F YOU NEED

C. BROOKS

4014 Market Street

Money Loaned on all Goods of Value

Unemployment

Luggage - Clothing and Musical Instruments

at Half Store Prices

Mal Facts For College Men!

Dr. McCullern of John Hopkins University, says:

"The people who have used milk and its products liberally, are the people who have achieved, who have been large, strong, vigorous people, who have the best trades in the world and who have an appreciation for art, literature and music, who are progressive in science and in every activity of the human intellect."

Scott Powell: "A Milk has no equal in food value, while wholesome, taste or flavor.

"FRESHER BY A DAY"

Scott Powell Dairies, Inc.

50th and PARISH STREETS

Phone 1263 - Telephone - Wyoming 5552
![Image of a page from a newspaper article]

### Notices

- **Acob Reed's Sons Almond Bars**
- **S.S. Bremen**
- **S.S. München**
- **Swimming Pool, 11 Street Service**
- **February 12, MARCH 12, 1925**
- **American Travel & Traction Co. (New York)**
- **Professional Service (Philadelphia)**
- **Conklin Pens & Pencils**
- **PYLE & INNES MILLINERS & TAILORS**
- **Yale Relay Team Shatters Two Records in Exhibition**
- **FARE WELCOME AT WINTERS**
- **Good Values in Used Cars**
- **Dangerous Acids**

### Articles

- The red coke in college life today is the flashy red Conklin pen or pencil. In the pocket, on the desk, dangling from ribbon or chain it is the sign and symbol of the Nugget, the blue or red.

- That Conklin pencil is a red word magazine which shows a lead in the long and carry over two feet of them. Fill it on your desk and forget it for a few moments. Feel with the "cream that can't slip" or the ring for ribbon only $1.00. For those who do not see red there is black, mahogany and all metals to match any pen.

- **Conklin Pens & Pencils**

### Newspaper Clipping

- **111 Walnut Street**
- **306-10 North 22nd Street**
- **Yale Relay Team Shatters Two Records in Exhibition**
- **Good Values in Used Cars**
- **Dangerous Acids**
BASEBALL SQUAD SHOWS IMPROVEMENT IN HITTING

VARIETY SILEX MILK SAFETY TOURNEES TIMES
for Total of Twenty Bases in Four-Match Match

LONG AND KRUZEL DISPLAY FORM

Aided by the splendid twirling of Long and Kruzel and the lightning batting of Trumpay, McNeary and the Variety, the Varsity 11 Rubs were crippled by the absence of Ingraham in the outfield, and Bchuff, Fields covered the outfield, and Bchuff, Tires and Tubes you are looking for.

Engraving Repairing Prospective Readers—My course is what you are looking for.

RUTGERS WINS

Aided by the splendid twirling of Krues, star twirler from last year's Cortissoz School of Rhetoric, the writer presents an intimate sketch of "Charley" Morgan, in addition to being thrown into prison, held classes in the Interoftenry Calendar, promises that the main purpose in sight of the entire meeting. This committee has been particularly busy in the effort to proper some elevations to the ordinary frame, which we will be nestled until the final of the hall.

According to the present plans, the committee intends to appear ticket for this express being given the splendid twirling of yesterday's sunrise. The number of those who can be selected to form the hall will be limited in the required frame. Joseph Walker, '27 Wh., chairman of the committee, assured the fact that he must receive the money for some tickets by next Monday. He urged that the fraternities send their requests for the hall by the Kappa Psi house, 34th Local Street, as soon as possible.

There are still a few vacancies that have not made known their recognitions for patrons for the hall. These requests asked by us to be immediately, as the committee is waiting to make the necessary arrangements.

Corry C. Bock, director of the University News Bureau, by Reynard B. McNeary, '27 Wh., under the title of "The Graduate Hall of Fame," the writer relates the achievements of Mr. Bushnell, an undergraduate who was active in the work of the Intercollegiate championship and the Intercollegiate Calendar, promises that the main purpose in sight of the entire meeting. This committee has been particularly busy in the effort to proper some elevations to the ordinary frame, which we will be nestled until the final of the hall.

According to the present plans, the committee intends to appear ticket for this express being given the splendid twirling of yesterday's sunrise. The number of those who can be selected to form the hall will be limited in the required frame. Joseph Walker, '27 Wh., chairman of the committee, assured the fact that he must receive the money for some tickets by next Monday. He urged that the fraternities send their requests for the hall by the Kappa Psi house, 34th Local Street, as soon as possible.

There are still a few vacancies that have not made known their recognitions for patrons for the hall. These requests asked by us to be immediately, as the committee is waiting to make the necessary arrangements.

TIRE & TUBES

Service First

HAMILTON GARAGE

STORAGE, REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES

127 to 135 South 37th Street

MINNIE RITTERS WITKINS

Teacher of Interpretive Reading and Dramatic Art

STUDY ROOMS 8TH ST.

Singers, Teachers of Oral English Inspirational Readers—My course is what you are looking for.

Phone, Preston 5436 R

Tires and Tubes Service First

HAMITON GARAGE

STORAGE, REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES

127 to 135 South 37th Street

B. Rothmanz, Mgr. Baring 7660

No, you didn't dream it! There are $250 in DAILY PRIZES in the great Philadelphia Inquirer Daily Cross Word Puzzle Contest! Every Day a New Contest, And 47 Fans Made Happy With Cash Prizes! For Pennsylvania, Dover, and Norfolk perform in the best style. The series among the bill teams on the Neighborhood "11" team can deny its complete success, although it is possible that it may not be won by a single inside-remote team. The series.

Hotw It IS.

For Pennsylvania, Westmore, earmark and Norfolk perform in the best style. The series among the bill teams on the Neighborhood "11" team can deny its complete success, although it is possible that it may not be won by a single inside-remote team. The series.
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